
DISCLAIMER FOR MEN’S HAIR SYSTEMS 

I the undersigned have agreed during my hair replacement consultation that once service is completed, 
I may experience, tenderness, itching, emotional, over whelmed and that these things are a natural part 
of the hair replacement systems application process. I also understand that sensitivity tests to products 
prior to use will be done during the initial consultation. 

I understand that if irritation occurs within 24 hours of sensitivity test or after fitting the hair system, 
that I am to inform the technician immediately and to give the technician reasonable notice in which to 
alleviate the issue, this in severe cases may mean not having a hair system fitted or the removal of the 
system after fitting but will not warrant a refund. 

 I am also aware that if I do not follow the aftercare advice given and use the products I am supposed to 
use and keep up with my maintenance appointments and matting and tangling occurs that I will not 
hold the hair replacement technician liable and will pay any necessary quoted fee for rectification. 

I am aware that the technician cannot guarantee bonding lasting the full 4 weeks. Hair systems will not 
last an indefinite period without bald patches occurring which can appear in as little as 4 weeks. I am 
fully aware of this and will not hold the technician responsible if this happens. Any fees for rectification 
or a new system will be paid should lifting or bald patches occur prematurely. 

I have been offered the opportunity to read this disclaimer and aAercare sheet, along with being 
advised with associated costs with hair replacement systems and I am happy to go ahead with the 
service.  

I accept full responsibility for all of the above and any reaction which might occur. I understand that after 
having the hair replacement system fitting by the technician that I am not due for a refund and will still have 
to pay for the technician’s service once work has been carried out. 

Please note you are entering into a contract/agreement that once payment has been made and system is 
ordered or fiJed that there are strictly no refunds as the system will be custom/fiJed made/ to your 
requirements.  A copy of our terms and condiNons will have been emailed to you at the Nme of booking 
your consultaNon.  If you are unaware or unsure of anything please refer to the terms and condiNons or 
ask the technician to go through or give you a copy. 
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